
KS3 Geography Curriculum Map
Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2
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Fantastic Places –
UK

Enquiry Q: Why is the
UK the 4th most

popular country in the
world?

Topical study: Ireland
KO: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Behind the Brand
Enquiry Q: How far is
globalisation a positive
influence on countries?
Topical study: Olympic
Games – Rio, London,

Tokyo
KO: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, 12

Population
Enquiry Q: How far is
the world able to cope

with a growing
population?

Topical study: China,
London

KO: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12

Settlements
Enquiry Q: Why has

the nature of
settlements changed

over time?
Topical study: Canary

Wharf
KO: 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12

Angry Earth
Enquiry Q: Why are

tectonic hazards more
severe in LEDCs?

Topical study: Indian
Ocean Tsunami

Indonesia/Thailand
KO: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10

Weather and
climate

Enquiry Q: Why do
weather and climate
vary from place to

place?
Topical study: USA

KO: 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12

Homework

Communication of Knowledge:
Key Words Units 1 and 2

Monthly Review:
Seneca Topic Test 1: Urbanisation in the UK
Seneca Topic Test 2: Uneven development

Termly Review: Making connections
Transform, reduce, sort, link

Communication of Knowledge:
Key Words Units 3 and 4

Monthly Review:
Seneca Topic Test 3: Global populations

Seneca Topic Test 4: Urban characteristics

Termly Review: Journey through a town
Transform, reduce, sort, link

Communication of Knowledge:
Key Words Units 5 and 6

Monthly Review:
Seneca Topic Test 5: Tectonics

Seneca Topic Test 6: Weather and climate

Termly Review: MET weather forecast
Transform, reduce, sort, link

Golden Threads
Literacy Locating, selecting and using information.

E.g., assess the quality and reliability of information to
verify accuracy; read a range of source material and

understand its message; select key information from a
range of source material; form inferences by making

sense of words, sentences and whole texts.

Responding to what has been read.
E.g., use source material to distinguish between fact,

theory and opinion; summarise key information from a
range of source material; compare different views on the

same topic; assess the validity of differing views.

Developing and presenting information and ideas.
E.g., form a judgement using formal language; support a
judgement with relevant evidence; select and organise a
range of source material; use paragraphs to structure an

argument.

Numeracy Developing numerical reasoning. Using number skills. Measuring and recording data.



E.g., identify information relevant to the enquiry focus;
interpret mathematical information accurately; use the

appropriate notation, symbols and units of measurement;
use suitable scales

E.g., use appropriate strategies to apply own knowledge;
estimate answers to calculations by rounding; use ratio

and proportion including map scales; compare quantities
using fractions, percentages and decimals; calculate

percentages.

E.g., construct graphs and diagrams to represent key
data; recognise the importance of scale; interpret

diagrams and graphs accurately; collect and use data for
analysis.
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Fantastic places -
Europe

Enquiry Q: How does
geography differ across

parts of Europe?
Topical study: Norway

KO: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Distinctive
landscapes

Enquiry Q: How do
natural processes
shape our world?

Topical study: UK -
Happisburgh

KO: 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12

Urbanisation
Enquiry Q: To what
extent is migration

responsible for urban
sprawl?

Topical study: China
KO: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10

Behind the brand
Enquiry Q: How far is
Fairtrade sustainable

practice?
Topical study: Fairtrade

food and fashion
KO: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, 12

Energy
Enquiry Q: How
significant is the
development of

renewable energy?
Topical study: Ukraine

- Chernobyl
KO: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, 12

Extreme weather:
Enquiry Q: To what
extent is extreme

weather a threat to
humanity?

Topical study: USA
KO: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10

Homework

Communication of Knowledge:
Key Words Units 7 and 8

Monthly Review:
Seneca Topic Test 1: Geography of America and

Europe
Seneca Topic Test 2: Rivers, coasts and glaciers

Termly Review: Italy’s Industrial Triangle
Transform, reduce, sort, link

Communication of Knowledge:
Key Words Units 9 and 10

Monthly Review:
Seneca Topic Test 3: Urbanisation challenges

Seneca Topic Test 4: Ecosystems

Termly Review:
Transform, reduce, sort, link

Communication of Knowledge:
Key Words Units 11 and 12

Monthly Review:
Seneca Topic Test 5: Natural resources – fossil fuels

Seneca Topic Test 6: Tropical storms

Termly Review:
Transform, reduce, sort, link

Golden Threads
Literacy Locating, selecting and using information.

E.g. assess the quality and reliability a range of source
evidence; read a range of source material and understand

its message; select and compare information from a

Responding to what has been read.
E.g., use source evidence to explain the difference

between fact, theory and opinion; form a judgement on
the accuracy of different viewpoints; synthesise key

Developing and presenting information and ideas.
E.g., form a reasoned judgement using formal language;
support a reasoned judgement with relevant case study
evidence; select and organise a range of relevant source



range of source material; form inferences based case
study evidence; assess key themes to identify cause and

consequence.

information from a range of source material; compare a
range of evidence on the same topic; assess the validity

of differing historical interpretations.

material as evidence; use paragraphs to structure an
extended argument; make links between key causes and

assess their impact.

Numeracy Developing numerical reasoning.
E.g., identify a range of information relevant to the
enquiry focus; interpret and display mathematical

information accurately; use mathematical strategies to
make calculations; draw conclusions from data and assess

its level of reliability; use the appropriate notation,
symbols and units of measurement; select and construct

charts and diagrams.

Using number skills.
E.g., use appropriate strategies to apply a range of own
knowledge; use the appropriate notation, symbols and
units of measurement; estimate answers to calculations

by rounding; use ratio and proportion including map
scales; compare quantities.

Measuring and recording data.
E.g., collect independent data; construct graphs and

diagrams to represent a range of key data; recognise the
importance of scale; interpret diagrams and graphs

accurately; interpret and display mathematical
information accurately; draw conclusions from data to

form a judgement.
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Fantastic places –
The World

Enquiry Q: How far is
there a development

gap around the world?
Topical study: Cairo to

Cape town
KO: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Tourism
Enquiry Q: To what
extent can tourism
ever be sustainable?
Topical study: Dubai,

Benidorm, Peak
District

KO: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12

Conflict and crime
Enquiry Q: How does international conflict and

criminality impact the world we live in?
Topical study: Sierra Leone, Congo, Darfur

KO: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

Climate change
Enquiry Q: How far are humans responsible for

global climate changes?
Topical study: Antarctica

KO: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12

Homework

Communication of Knowledge:
Key Words Units 13 and 14

Monthly Review:
Seneca Topic Test 1: Analysis of Africa

Seneca Topic Test 2: The world of work

Termly Review: Holidays in Kenya
Transform, reduce, sort, link

Communication of Knowledge:
Key Words Units 15 and 16

Monthly Review:
Seneca Topic Test 3: Democratic Republic of

Congo
Seneca Topic Test 4: Analysis of the Middle East

Termly Review:
Transform, reduce, sort, link

Communication of Knowledge:
Key Words Units 17 and 18

Monthly Review:
Seneca Topic Test 5: Causes and consequences of

climate change
Seneca Topic Test 6: Adapting to climate change

Termly Review:
Transform, reduce, sort, link



Golden Threads
Literacy Locating, selecting and using information.

E.g., assess the accuracy and reliability a range of source
evidence; read a range of source material and understand

its message; compare and contrast details and themes
from a range of source material; form supported

inferences based on case study evidence; assess key
themes to identify multi-causal links.

Responding to what has been read.
E.g., assess source evidence to form a reasoned

judgement on its utility and reliability; form a reasoned
judgement on the accuracy of different viewpoints;

synthesise detailed information from a range of source
material; compare and contrast a range of case study
evidence; assess the validity of differing viewpoints.

Developing and presenting information and ideas.
E.g., form a reasoned judgement using formal language;
support a reasoned judgement with relevant case study

evidence; form a balanced argument using precise
supporting evidence; select and organise a range of

relevant source material as evidence; use paragraphs to
structure an extended argument; make and explain links

between key causes and assess their impact.
Numeracy Developing numerical reasoning.

E.g., identify a range of precise evidence relevant to the
enquiry focus; select relevant and precise evidence to
test different hypotheses; compare data and assess its

level of reliability; draw conclusions from data to form a
reasoned judgement; identify patterns and predict future
trends; use the appropriate notation, symbols and units

of measurement.

Using number skills.
E.g., use appropriate strategies to apply a range of case
study evidence; use the appropriate notation, symbols

and units of measurement; estimate answers to
calculations by rounding; draw conclusions from data to
form a reasoned judgement; use ratio and proportion

including map scales; compare quantities using fractions,
percentages and decimals; calculate percentage increase

or decrease.

Measuring and recording data.
E.g., collect independent data; construct graphs and

diagrams to represent a range of key data; select
relevant and precise evidence to test different

hypotheses; recognise the importance of scale; interpret
a range of diagrams and graphs accurately; interpret and

display mathematical information accurately; draw
conclusions from data to form a reasoned judgement.


